
GET A JOB by John

Employment is rich ground for creative
depictions of what can be a lifelong roller
coaster ride. Here are a few cinematic
representations that masterfully capture the
challenges and nuances of the job search.

ROSETTA Jean-Pierre & Luc Dardenne, 1999
The Dardenne brothers are adept at creating works that seem wholly improvised yet, at story's end, are
clearly thoughtfully crafted. One of their best, ROSETTA is the story of a young woman attempting to escape
poverty and abuse through hard work. Her inability to contain her (wholly justified) anger at her
circumstances thwarts her quest for gainful employment and creates a cycle of rage that almost consumes
her. Brilliant ending which may be my favorite in all of moviedom.

TIME OUT Laurent Cantet, 2001
Vincent goes to bizarre lengths to keep his family in the dark after losing his job. While they think he's off
working, we witness how he really fills his days. The resulting tone and visuals masterfully ping pong between
ennui and desperation as he diligently digs a deep hole that's set to collapse around him. Aurélien Recoing is
great as the lead, a personification of what it feels like to fall apart.

ADJUSTMENT & WORK Frederick Wiseman, 1986
Frederick Wiseman is the master of observational documentaries that present situations as-is and untouched
by flourish. This 1986 offering follows sensory-impaired adults and those tasked with training them to become
productive members of the workforce. The result inspires, both through the determination the subjects display
and the compassion of their caregivers.

TOKYO SONATA Kiyoshi Kurosawa, 2008
A snapshot of Japan in the 2008 recession, the film follows Ryûhei, the darkly comic
indignities he suffers after losing his middle management job, and the ripple effects
on his family. He channels his frustration into extinguishing his son's dream of
becoming a pianist, a conflict that starts thornily but blossoms into bittersweet hope
for a brighter future. Better known for great horror like CURE and PULSE, director
Kiyoshi Kurosawa's take on a family drama is unique and refreshing.

KAREN CRIES ON THE BUS Gabriel Rojas Vera, 2011
We never really find out why Karen decides to uproot everything and leave
her husband, but the tension that exudes from the screen during their brief
meetings telegraphs everything we need to know. Karen exchanges a
domestic prison for all-encompassing uncertainty as she rebuilds her life
and livelihood. There aren't a lot of surprises in the story itself, but that only
makes more room to showcase Ángela Carrizosa's brilliant performance
as well as those of the motley characters she meets on her journey.


